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UNruSTNMO ENRICHMENT

THE LOUISIANA LAW OF UNJUSTIFIED
ENRICHMENT
THROUGH THE ACT OF THE PERSON ENRICHED
Barry Nicholas*

It was thanks to Ferd stone that I was invited to visit the Tulane
Law School for the spring semester of 1960, and it was no doubt his
idea that I should give a course on euasi contract. From what I
learned from that course there emerged an article in the Tulane Law
Review in 1962,r and that led, five years later, in the landmark
decision olMinyqr! v.
.curtis Products, Inc.,2 to the acceptance by the
supreme cgort of I .ouisiana of the actio de in rem verso-aspart of the
law of Louisiana. It therefore seems appropriate that my contribution
to this issue in honor of a much-loved friend should-return to the
subject which he caused me to take up.
indeed probably time, twenty-five years on from Minyard
, ^ It ismore
and atter
than a hundred subsequent reported decisions in the
cou-rts, for a review of the whole of tlie Louislliana law of unjustified
enrichment, but I pTopg!.e on this occasion to confine myseif to the
ftontier between unjustified enrichment and Ferd's favored field, the
law of tort or delict.

Introductory - Common Law and Civil Law

In the Common law, largely for historical reasons, the
acquisition of a benefit by the defen-dant's own wrongful act is seen as
a separate head of restitution or unjustified enrichment. Thus the
fundamental division in the leading English treatise on restitution3 is
between benefits acquirg{ by the delendant (a) from or by the act of ttre
plaintiff, (b) fro_m a third parry, (c) through the defendant's own
wrongful act. Since this analysis turns o:n how the benefit was
acquired, the fact in the third case that it was acquired wrongfully is a
necessary eiement in founding the defendanr's fiability. tn ttre -civit
law, on the other hand, neithdr the question how nor lhe question of
*
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wrongfulness plays a necessary part in the analysis.4 Thus the five
prerequisites laid down in Minyards are (l) an enrichment of the
defendant, (2) an impoverishment of the plaintiff, (3) a connection
between the enrichment and the impoverishment, (4) the absence of
'Justification" or "cause," and (5) the absence of any other remedy.
These prerequisites leave no room for either of the Common-law
questions (except insofar as they may in any particular case be relevant
to items (3) or (a)). The wrongfulness or otherwise of the defendant's
acquisition of the enrichment is never relevant. It is true that if the
defendant has by his own act acquired a benefit in circumstances which
satisfy the five prerequisites, he will in most cases have also committed
a
(e.g., because he acted in pursuance
-wrong, but when this is not so
of a reasonable but mistaken claim of right), the remedy for unjustified
enrichment will still be availab1e.6
Nevertheless, enrichment by the defendant's own act does
present some special difficulties in Louisiana law and has given rise to
some divergences in the jurisprudence. It is with these difficulties and
divergences that this paper is concemed.

Difficulties in Louisiana Law Before Minyard
Extensive Interpretation of Article 2301 of tlu Civil Codc and the
Requiremcnt in Article 2293 of a Lawful Act

In the jurisprudence before Minyard there was difficulty in
accommodating enrichment by the acr of the defendant within ttre limia
of the Civil Code.7 Where the act consisted in obtaining, usually by
deception, a payment by the plaintiff, the defendant could be reqtiired
to make restitution under article 2301:

He who receives what is not due to him,
whether he receives it through error or knowingly,
obliges himself to restore it to him from whom hehas
unduly received it.
But even where there was no payment, but simply a taking by the
defendant, a number of cases appiied the same artiite. And it ii true

4. German law concerns iself with the question how rn the sense that it
distinguishes between enrichment arising from a "performance" or "in any o*rer way";
Nicholas I.615.
5. 205 So.2d422,432.
6. Of course the scope of the Common law of torts is wider than that of Ore
Civil law of delict in that many Common-law torts do not require fault.
7.
On what follows, see Nicholas tr.51-56.
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that, taken literally, the article requires only that the defendant should
have "received" what was not drie to him, but it plainly takes it for
granted t4at this receipt has resulted from a paymeni by th-e plaintiff (as
do the subsequent articles 2302-2310).

Moreover, there was a further difficulty. Even if the extensive
TterpryJqtion of article 2301 was accepted, the receipt of what was not
due fell into the general category of quasi contraits. Ar:i,cle 2293
provides that quasi contracts are "the lawful and purely voluntary acts
of a man" and since, in the case of enrichment Uy tfre act of the person
enriched, the act will normally be unlawful, thelre can logically be no
recovery in quasi contract. In most cases this difficulty was-simply
ignored, but in Roney v. Peyton\ the point was taken. Defendant liad
in bad faith receiv{ from a third pany a mortgage note belonging to
plaintiff qpd had collected on it. The iort actioi Seing prescrib-edjhe
cglrt ?pptied-tle e4engive interpretation of article 2301. In response to
defendant's o!j*t1on ttrat by virtue of arricle 2293 thequasi coitractual
provisions of the Code could not apply to unlawful acts^, the court made
two points: (a) though defendant'i knowing receipt of the note was
unlawful in that he acquired no legal title to the pr6ceeds, it was not,
sg{ the court, unlawful in the sense that it was a tbn; (b) if defendant's
objections were well founded, article 2301, "stating specifically that
guch a. transaction. gives rise to a quasi contract, wour^d be expringed
from the Code." As far as point (a) is concerned, it is difficul^t to-see
why defendant's act was not a tort and certainly the court's distinction
would be inapplicable in other cases, such as Kramer v. Freemang
where defendant violently dispossessed plaintiff and yet was held liable
under articles 2293,2294 aid 2301. -point (b) is-overstated, since
article 2301 would still apply to cases in which defendant's receipt was
lawful (i.e., where he mistakenly believed the payment to be diie). It
would be better to face the difficulty head on.- For article 2301 does
expressly provide for the case wheie defendant knowingly receives
what is not due to him and there is in consequence an inescapable
contradiction between this article and article 22%. And it wouid be
intolerably paradoxical to assume, as defendant's argumentinRoney v.
Pey.tgnlU youJq.require, that the legislator intendel that the cutpable
recipient should be allowed to retairihis dishonest gain, when (anil this
at least is plainly the law) the innocent recipient is required io make
repayment.
The problem of the word'lawful' in article 2293 is considered
further belowil in the context of the law after Miward.

8.
9.
10.
11.

159 So. 469 (1a,. App. 1935).
198 La. 244,43 So. 2d 609 (1941).

Note 8, sr4pra.

Text at notes 4445.
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Action in

It was well established by a line of decisions beginning in 1907
with the Supreme Court case of Morgan's Louisiana & T.R. & S.S.
Co. v. Stewartr2 that where plaintiff had two independent actions, one
in delict for damages and the other in quasi contact for restitution, he
was entitled to make a choice (oq as was more likely to be the case, to
sue in quasi contract because the action in delict was time-barred).13
The choice was commonly expressed as waiverof ort, though this was
a

misapplication of the Common-law term.

On the other hand, there is a long line of cases, nuny of them in
the Supreme Court" dealing with the question of prescription and laying
down the rule that where defendant has taken something fromplaintiff,
or has received it (whether knowingly or not) without plaintiffs
consent, it is necessary to ask whether plaintiffs action is for the thing
itself or for its value. If it is for the value of the ffng, it is an action in
tort and the prescriptive period is one year, but if it is for the thing iaelf
the period is ten yqrs. It seems to follow from this that if the thing no
longer exists or is no longer in the hands of the defendant, the action
can only be in tort, even though the claim is not for damages. The
question first came before the Supreme Court in 1903 in Shields v.
Whitlock & Brown,r4 a case of timber trespass, defendant having
entered on plaintiffs land and removed timber without claim of right.
The court adopted the rule, but did so with reluctance, declaring that it
was very much inclined to the view that there ought to be a difference
in prescriptive period between a claim in damagbs for trespass and a
claim for the value of property belonging to plaintiff which defendants
had appropriated to their ownuse. The Court concluded, however, that
this view "does not seem to be accepted by the law orjurisprudence of
this state."15

L2. 119 La. 392, 4 So. 138 (1907); see also Kramer v. Freeman, note 9.
supra; State v. Younger, 20 So. 2d 305 (1945); Devoe v. Reynolds, l(D So. ?n226 (Lx.
App. 1959); Schouest v. Texas Cnrde Oil Co., 141 So. 2d 155 (La App. 1962); Edward
[.evy Metals Inc. v. New Orleans Public Belt Raihoa{ 148 So. 2d 580 (1963); Dantagnan
v. LL.A. Lncal 1418, A.F.L.-C.I.O. 496F.U zt00 (5th Ctu. t974).
13. Or because, as in Morgan's case itself, plaintiff was seeking a writ of
attachment.

14.
15'

f., to

110 La. 714,34 5o.747 (1903).

It is surprising that the oourt was willing, over the

dissent of Blanchar4
concede the point since the authorities were not overwhelming; see further,War,

Prescription, classification and concurrence of obligations,36 Tul. L.R. 555 (1962)
(Weir is, however, too restrictive in saying that all the cases have to do with timber or
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The same rule was applied by the Supreme Couft in the closely
similar case of Ducros v. Sr. Bernard Cypress Co.r6 and it was

extended to seismographic operations by the Federal Court of Appeals

for the Fifth Circuit in lberville l-and Co. v. Amerada Pet. Corp.rt
Defendant had conducted seismographic operations on plaintiffs tand
without his consent andplaintiff ctamea the value of the information so
obtained, relying on article 23a1. The court held that the suit was in
tort and therefore prescribed. In doing so it said:

[Article 2301] calls for the restoration of the
specific thing wrongfully acquired. If the thing thus
acquired exists and can be restored, the plaintiff either
may_ sue for damages for the wrongful act by which he
has been deprived of the thing, oihe may sue for the
restoration of the thing. One is an action in tort, or for a
quasi.offense; the other is an action in quasi contract . .
. . It is well settled in Louisiana that where, as here, the
acts and conduct which give rise to the cause of action
are treated as wrongful and illegal and amount in law to
an offense or quasi offense, and where, as here, the
demand is for a money judgment for the value of
property illegally taken, the suit is a tort action to
recover damages for an offense or quasi offense . . . .18
In all these three cases defendant was acting in bad faith and
had undoubtedly committed an offense. In two othEr supreme court
cases, however, defendant was not at fault. ln Martin v. Texas co.l9
defendant had received plaintiffs oil in good faith from a third party
and had resold

it.

Plaintiffs claim for the value of the oif wai

nevertheless held to be in tort. The suit, the supreme court held, did
not ''gr-ow out of a contract or a quasi contract, but out of the violation
of the law prohibiting a person irom buying the property of another
from one who is not the owner and who hadio auitrority io seil it, and
from converting it . . . . such being plaintiffs cause of action, it ii one
for damages . . . ." Similarly in Liles v. BarnharP0 second defendant
oil trespass.). of course if the claim is for damages, it must be in tort, but not
defendant's enrichment; Schouest v. Texas Crude Oil Co., note 12, supra.

if it is for

16. 164 La,.787, tl4 So. 654 (rg}7).
l'l . r4t F.zd 384 (5rh Cir. 1944).
18. The case presents all the problems discussed above (text at notes 7-11)

and in addition the difficulty of treating information as a specific thing. There is a more
cautious statement of the principle in Delta Theaters Inc. v. Paramount Pictures Inc.. 158
F. Supp. (8.D. La. 1958); see Nicholas II.54.

19.
20.

150 La. 566, 90 So. 922 (1921).
152 b,. 4r9, 93 So. 490 (1922).
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plaintiff owned a
one-fifth share and had not consented to the lease. In response to
plaintiffs claim for a proportionate part of the value of the oil and gas
which defendant had extracted, d-efendant pleaded the one year's
prescription. Following Shields v. Whitlock & Brown,2l the Supreme
had taken a lease of land in ignorance of the fact that

Court upheld this plea.

It is difficult to know what to make of these cases. There are
two questions. The first is how they are to be ieconciled with the line
of cases recognizing plaintiffs rightio "waive *re tort"and opt to sue in
quasi^contract. It might be said perhaps that this can formally be done
by reference to ttre rule that prima facie it is for ttre plaintiff to determine
the fonn and character of his action.22 If he does not do so, the court
has to make the determination and will do so by reference to the cases
now under consideration. Thus in Kramer v . F reeman,B the Supreme
Court, before allowing plaintiffs claim in quasi contract, even though
he had a (time-baned) aCtion under article i3t1 of the Civil Code, fiist
noted that plaintiff had clearly exercised the option. Even formally,
however, this reconciliation isunsatisfactory. In lberville Land Co. v.
Amerada Petroleum Corporation,z4 for example, plaintiff clearly
framed his action as a claim under article 2301 of ttre Civit Code, bdt
the court applied the rule laid down in Shields v.Whitlock & Browr?s
and the other cases cited above to disallow this claim. And the rule is
in lly case pr€sented as a fundamental one, governing the nature and
availability 9{ the actions referred to. It is, in other words, a rule by
which the plaintiff is bound whatever his expressed choice. In shori,
the answer to our first question must be that ihe two lines of cases are
irreconcilable.
The second question is as to the substantial merits of the second
Iine of cases. The central proposition is that an action for the value of a
thing cannot be founded in quasi contract. This seems to be based on
the formulation of article 230l,26laying down an obligation on the
receiver of what is not due to him to t'restore it to him frbm whom he
has unduly received it." since the action is to enforce an obligation to
restore the thing (so the argunrent seems torun), itis not available if the
thing does not€xist or if defendant is not in a position to restore it. But
this interpretation, which seems to reduce theriuasi contactual action to
a glaTn for specific resritution, is ruled out bt articles 23L2 andZ3l3,
which expressly provide for cases in which the thing cannot b€

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Note 14, s4pra.

Liles v. Producer's Oil Co., 99 So. 339 (1924).
Note 9, snpra.
Note 17, snpra.
Note 14, snpra.
See text at notes 7-8, supra.
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specifically restored. If defendant received the thing in bad faith, he is
liable for its value. If he received it in good faith, f,e is liable for loss
9r iqjury caused by his fault and, if he has sold the thing, he is liable
for the price he received-in other words he is liable for his enrichment
or for any loss caused by his fault.
The formulations of the rule in the jurisprudence seem in fact to
in quasi contract and the real action by way of
revendication (which is not mentioned in any of the casds). The
distinction in terms of the thing itself or its value would no doubt be
well founded in relation to a real action. And the remedy against a bona
fide recipient, as in Martin v. Texas Co.27 andLiles v. BarnharPs
$ou19 surely be either a real action or an action in quasi contract.29
The Common law does indeed treat the innocent conversion of goods
as a tort, but the Common law has no revendication.
telesco_pe the action

In short, the second line of cases is both irreconcilable with the
first line and unsatisfactory in itself. The better view is that expressed
in the dissent of st. Paul J. ln Liles v. Barnhart.30 If defendant's act
causes damage without any benefit to defendant, the action should be in
tort, but if his act also enriches him, there is available both an action in
tort and an action in quasi contract and plaintiff is entitled to his

election.

There remains the question of the present status of the rule in

the post-Minyard era. It has in factleen little noticed in the

jurisprudence. In White v. Phillips Petroleum Co.3r the court applied
the rule, though only with the very reluctant acquiescence of rat6 i. In
Northcott Exploration Co. Inc. v. W.R. Grace & Co.,32 however, the
same court thirteen years later refused to follow this decision, holding
that the rule was based upon the "harsh and unduly technical doctrinen
9f 4" "theory of the case" and that this doctrine had been suppressed
by the enactment of article 862 of the current code of civil piocedure.
r.r.tg be- hoped that this decision will be sufficient to bury the rule
It
(which does not seem to have surfaced in the subsequent

jurisprudence).

27.
28.
29.

Note 19, sapra.
Note 20, sr4pra.
See, e.g., the opinion of Summers, J., in Edward
New Orleans Public Belt Railroad, supra, note 12.

30.
31.
32.

Note 20, srpra.

232 So.2d 83 (La. App.3d Cir. 1970).
430 So. 2d1077 (La. App.3d Cir. 197?).
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Louisiana Law After Minyard
Removal of Needfor Extensive Interpretation of Anicle 2301
Once Minyard had established the actio de in rem verso as a
general remedy for unjustified enrichmeng there was no need to attempt

to force claims on this ground into the straitjacket of afticle 230L.33 If
defendant had received the enrichment withbut a payment by plaintiff,
or had not received it at all, but had acquired it Syhis ownuirilateral
act, or if the enrichment consisted in somb benefit ottrer than the receipt
o-r acquisition of a specific thing or sum, an action would lie (provided
that the other four Minyard requirements were met). Thus, in V8
Taxicab Service Inc. v. Hayes,34 defendant used plaintiffs emblem

(without which he could nor operare a cab) *ithout plaintiffs

permi-ssion. The court held *rat (1) defendant had been enriched by the
use o_f the _emblem, (2) plaintiff had been impoverished by not receiving
any fee, (3) there was a clear connexion between the enrichment and
the impoverishment, (a) in the absence of plaintiffs consent there was
no justific,ation for the enrichment, and-(5) plaintiff had no other
remedy. Plaintiff was therefore entitled to the amount of the fee which
defendant would have had to pay.35
The facts of lbemille Land Co. v. Amerada Petroleum Corppe
would likewise now present no difficulty. Defendant had conducted
seismographic operations on plaintiffs lahd without plaintiffs consent
and had derived valuable infbrmation from those dperations. There
was therefore enrichment, impoverishment, absence of justification and
absence^
9f 11ry other remedy-. In the actual case plaintiff claimed the
value of the information obtained (i.e., defendant'Jenrichment), but on
lIinyard.principles his recovery would be limited by the extent of his
impoverishment. He would therefore recover the arnount of the fees
which defendant would have had to pay (provided this was not more
than the arnount of defendant's enrichinent)-.
Basis of the Actio de in remverso

There has been little discussion in ttre jurisprudence of the basis
established by Minyara.
utiyard itself Justice
summers, writing_the majorily opinion, was not cdtegorically clearon
the subject. He first cited articlb zt of the civil c&e, reqliring the

of the action

li

33. The attempt is still sometimes made, however. See,
Corp. Inc. v. Smith International Inc. 588 F. 2d 919 (5rh Cir. 1979).
34. 322 So. 2d. 42 (La. App. 4th Cir. 1925).

e.g- Equilease

35.

C/. Daspit v. City of Alexandria, 342 So. 2d 683 (La App. 3d Cir.

36.

Note 17, snpra.

1977).
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judge to decide according to equity where there is no express law, and
the moral maxim enshrined in article 1965 that "no one riught to enrich
himself at the expense of another." These articles, he said, were the
llperlygg reasons for the action for indemnity, of which the action in
Minyard was an extension. He then, however, went on to cite articles
2292, 2293 and 2294, enunciating the general concept of quasi
contract, which itself, he said, is basJd on th-e principle of restitution of
unjustified enrichment. It is under this jenerai theory of quasi
contractual obligations that he places the actio-fu in remverio.
The only other case in which the Supreme Court has considered
the matter is Edmonston v. A-Second Mortgage Co.37 There the
majority opinion, also written by Justice summeri, based the action on
articles 21 and 1965, without reference to the quasi contractual articles.

-

Justice Tate, writing extra-judicially,38 was also ambivalent on
the matter. In the first of his two-articles on the Louisiana action for
unjustifi_ed enrichment,3g he took the view that the then article 1965,
thgugh dealing only with the interpretation of contracts, could, when
Bkgn together with the various particular instances in which the civil
code can be seen as remedying unjustified enrichment, enable the
courts to find that the code permiis a generatrized action. But he
preferred to see the true basis of the I-ouiliana action in article zl. ln
the second of his two articles, however,40 he found that to base the
action on article 21_ _w1s open to valid intellectual objection on the
ground that article 1760 (as it then was) and article zi92 timited the
sources of obligations to conffacts, quasi contracts, offenses, quasi

offenses and obligations imposed

by law (e.g., tutorship,
neighbourhooq). There was accordingly no room ioian obligatidn
based on article 21. He therefore prefe-nbd to found the action 6n the
quasi contract arricles, i2.2293 uiaZZg+:
4rt.2293. Quasi contracts are the lawful and
purely voluntary acts of a man, from which there results
any obligation whatsoever to a third person, and
sometimes a reciprocal obligation between the [two]

parties.

4rr.2294. All acts, from which there results an
obligation without any agreement, in the manner

37.
'

289 So.

39.
40.

Tate I.894.
Tate tr.458-60.

38

2d3l (La. r97t).

Tate, The Louisiana Action for (tnjustiJied Ewicrment,s0 TuL. L.R. gg3

(1976) and rhe Louisiarw Action
for [Injustifted Ewichment: A studt in the Judicial
Process,5l Tur' L.R. 446 (1977). These articles are cited hereinafter as Tate I and Tate

II.

t2
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expressed in the preceding article, form quasi contracts.

But there are two principal kinds which give rise to
them, to wit: The tansaction of another's business, and
the payment of a thing not due.

There are two objections, one theoretical and the other practical, to
founding the action on these articles. The theoretical objection is that it
is difficult to see quasi conffact, as Justice Tate needed to,41 as based
on the principle of unjustified enrichment. Of the two principal acts
listed in article 2294, the payment of a thing not due can indeed be seen
as being founded on unjustified enrichment, but not the transaction of
another's business (or the management of another's affairs as the Code
thereafter calls it). In the first place the primary obligation created by
the act of management is ihat of the person undertaking the
managemenC2 and that has nothing to do with enrichment. What is
usually seen as expressing the idea on unjustified enrichment is what
wtjlctdZZg3 calls fhe recii'rocal obligatiori of the person whose affairs
have been managed. Bufeven there the person obliged need not have
been enriched; all ttrat is necessary is thaithe management should have
been initially useful and necessary, even though in the event no benefit
results. And the measure of his liability is not limited to his
enrichment, if any, but extends to all the other party's "useful and
necessary €xpenseg. "43

The practical objection to founding the actio dc in remverso on
the quasi contract articles is the difficulty of the word "lawful" in article
2293. This we have already encountered.4
The position has changed in one important respect since lustice
Tate wrote. In the 1984 revision of the Civil Code articles on
obligations ttre new article 1757 provides a revised list of the sources
obligations:

of

Ait.1757. Obligations arise from contracts and
other declarations of will. They also arise directly from
the law, regardless of a declaration of will, in instances
such as wrongful acts, the managementof the affairs of
another, unjust enrichment and other acts or facts.

4L
42.
43.
44.

And as Summers J. did in Minyard (see text immediately above).
,See articles 2295,2296,2297,2298 Civil Code.
Civil Code, art. 2299.
Text at notes 7-11, supro. See alsa Aetna Life and Casualty Co. v.
Dotson, infra, ar notes 60 and 68, and Stelly v. Gerber Products Co.,299 So. kl 529 (1a,.
App. 3d Cir. 1974).
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This for the first time establishes unjust enrichment as an independent
source of obligations, but leaves unclear what the relationship is to be
between this article and the as yet unrevised article 2292. This latter
article derives nonconventional obligations from two sources: either
the law or acts (or facts). And into the category of acts or facts come
quasi contracts or offenses or quasi offenses. The article is therefore
inconsistent with the new article 1757, which embraces acts or facts in
the single large category of obligations arising directly from the law.
Pending the revision of article 2252itmay, however, be permissible to
assume at least that unjust enrichment does not have to be subjected to
article 2293 andtherefore that the difficultv of the wo'rd "lawful" can be
bypassed.
The Principle of Subsidiarity

The fifth of the prerequisites laid down \n Minyard for a
successful suit by actio de in rem verso was that "the action will only
be allowed when there is no other remedy at law, i.e., the action is
subsidiary or corrective in nature." This principle of subsidiarity is the
source of considerable doctrinal debate in French law (where it mainly
originates) and gives rise to a number of difficulties in the postMinyardjurisprudence in Louisiana. In retrospect it can perhaps be
seen as unfortunate that the five propositions were laid down by the
court categorically as prerequisites, whereas in the article from which
they were derivedas they were no more than the headings under which
the requisites of the action were to be discussed. And the headings, it
was said, were convenient provided it was realised that there was a
good deal of overlapping between them and that different systems, or
different writers within the same system, might therefore rely more
heavily on one than on another. This is particularly true of the
requirements of subsidiarity and of absence of justification or cause.
The conclusion to which the article came, and at which Justice Tate in
his two important interventions46 also arrived, was that the proper
place of the principle of subsidiarity was very small. 0n German law
the principle plays no part at all).47 What is at any rate inescapable is
that for Louisiana law the prerequisite that there should be "no other
remedy at law" cannot be literally or mechanicalya8 applied as if it
were a legislative proposition. Indeed, the Supreme Court itself in
Minyard went on to qualify it by saying that it "is simply an aspect of
the principle that the action must not be allowed o defeat the purpose of
a rule of law directed to the matter at issue. It must not, in the language

45.
46.
47.
48.

Nicholas I.610.
Supra,note37.
Nicholas 1.617. 641.
Tate L893.
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of some writers, "perpetrate a fraud on the law."'49 plainly there is
here considerable overlap with the requirement of absence of cause.50
This requirement we may, with JustiCe Tate, define as the absence of
legal justilcation for the enrichment by reason of a contract or
provision of law intended to permit the enriihment or to bar attack upon
it.sl. It nlqy b9 argued that the requirement of subsid.iarity has Gen
weakened by the enactnent of the new article 1757 of the civil code,
which, as we have seen,52 formalty establishes unjust enrichment as a
sourye of obligations. For it is commonly saids3 that the reason for the
requirement in French law is that the aciio de in rem verso is an extragdfl product ofjurisprudence and therefore available only to fill gaps
in the law. The- same attitude can be found in Louisiana decislo-ns
which, before the enactment of the new article 1757, founded the
requirement on the recourse to "equity" which is allowed by aricle 2l
of the Civil Code "where there is no express law."54

. It may make for clarity if we attempt an analysis of the typical
situations in which the question of subsidi-arity mayarise, or seem to
arise, and consider for each situation such jurispru-dence as there has
been.
-since all applications of the principle of subsidiarity must be
mutually consistent, the analysis is not confined to cases of enrichment
thtqugl the act of the person enriched, but it is with that category that
we begin.

.

Principal Situations in Which the euestion
Th.
Subsidiarity May Arise
and the Relevant Jurispiudence

A.

Enrichment through the act

enriched.

of

of the person

No third party is involved. Defendant by his own act (which
o.Lmay
not be tortious) has enriched himsblf at the expense of
Tay
plaintiff.

1.

No other action is available.Ss Defendant's act

is not tortious, and the only possible remedy is for unjustified
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

251 l.B'. 6A, 205 So.2d 422 at 433 (t967); c/. Nicholas t.634, f1l}.
Nicholas I.633-35.
Tate I.904; c/. Nicholas I.625-26.
Text at notes 4445, supra.

Nicholas I.639; Tate U.452-58.
See, e.g., Austin v. North American Forest products Inc., 656 F.2d 1076
(5th Cir. 1981); Sheets v. Yamaha Motors Corp., 849 F.Zd. l7g (5rt Cir. lggg).
55. The word "available" is used in the cases sometimes in the sense that the
action is one which plaintiff is in the instant case free to bring, but sometimes in the
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enrichment. Subsidiarity cannot therefore be in question. Under this
heading falls V8 Taxicab Service Inc. v. Hayes, which has already
been discussed.56

2.

An action in tort11 is available. This action will
usually be more advantageous than the actio de in remverso, but there
may be special reasons for preferring the latter, such as the availability
of a writ of attachment.ss Is plaintiff entirled to elect? If one applies
what one may call the simple Minyard test and asks whether th-ere is
another remedy at law, thert can be no election, but if one looks to the
underlying rationale for the rest, also given in Minyard, and asks
whether the allowing of an election would defeat the purpose of a rule
of law directed to the matter at issue, the conclusion may be different.sg
The argument that there should be no election assurnes that the two
actions serve in substance the same pulpose, or, in the words of cole
I" in.Aetna Ltfe & Casualry Co. v. Dotson,60 "that any remedy
provided by an action de in rem verso would be identical in substancb
and relief to an action in tort." But it can be said that the two remedies
do not serve in substance the same purpose and are not identical in
substance and relief. The purpose of the tort action is to compensate
plaintiff for d-amage suffered,-regardless of any benefit to defbndant;
thg purpose of.the actio de in remverso is to grve to plaintiff restitution
of any benefit to_defendant, but only to the exlent of plaintiffs
impoverishment. Or, to apply the Mtnyard rationale, the aliowing of
the actio de in remverso will not defeai the purpose of any rule oflaw
directed to the matter at issue.6l
As we have seen,62 a long line of decisions in the period before

Minyard established the right of election, under the title of waiver of
tort. To deny the actio de in rem verso because an action in tort is
available against the same defendant would therefore mean going back
on well-established jurisprudence.63

sense that the action will in principle lie, even though in the instant case it is prescribed.
In the text here it is used in the former sense.
56. .fee rexr at nore 34, supra; c/. Daspit v. City of Alexandria, note 35,

supra.

57. or an analogous action, as in Sheets v. yamaha Motors

corp., note 54,

supra.

58.
59.
60.
61.
note

7I, infra.

62.
63.
seems

to

Nicholas II.52.
See Nicholas I.63940.
346 So. 2d762 (La. App. lsr Cir. 1977) at165.
r".the Aetna Lift case, cole J. arrived at the opposite conclusion; see

Text at notes 1l-13, snpra.
Justice Tate's view is not clear. In Tate I.904 and tr.461, with n.4g, he
exclude the action for unjustified enrichment if the impoverished person

t6
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3. An action in tort was available, but is now
prescribed. The short period of prescription for tort actions in
Louisiana makes this of course the main practical case. If the
conclusion under the previous heading is right, viz. that where both the
tort action and the actio de in remverso are available, plaintiffis entitled
to his election, the same should prima facie apply here also. The
question is whether in the particular case the granting of the actio dc in
rem verso would defeat the purpose of the rule of prescription or, in
other words, whether the rule of prescription was intended to permit
this particular enrichment. If the argument under the previous heading
is accepted, the answer to this question in the case of the ordinary tort
action should be that the rule-of prescription was intended to free
defendant from tortious liability in damages, not to entitle him to retain
an unjustifi ed enrichment.s

The pre-Minyardjurisprudence was clear that whether or not
the action in tort was barred, plaintiff was entitled to sue in quasi
conEact.6s The position since Minyardis less certain.66 There seem to
be two cases unequivocally in point.67 The first is Aetna Life and
Casualry Co. v. Dotson.68 Plaintiff was the insurer of an employer
under a policy against the infidelity of his employees. Defendant, one
of those employees, unlawfully took $10,000. Plaintiff, having paid
up on the policy, was subrogated to the rights of the employer and
framed an action against defendant in quasi contact (the action in tort
being prescribed). The court frst concluded that the claim could not be
founded on article 2301 of the Civil Code.6e It then went on to hold
that if the claim were treated as an actio dc in rem verso, it would also
fail, the ground being the requirement of subsidiarity laid down in
rctually has another remedy either against the eruiched person or against a third party;
but he then @,.461-62) arives at "the unavoidable conclusion that no real end is served
by a subsidiary principle that defeats the action because the plaintiff could recover as well
against the enricled defendant upon a different actionor ground."
64. French law seems, however, to be settled in the opposite sense by Cass.
civ., Apr. 29, 1971, Gaz. Pal. 1971.2.554.
55, Kramer v. Freeman, nota gr suprai Schouest v. Texas Crude Oil Co., note
l\, supra; c/. Nicholas 1I.5243.
66. See Wisdom J. in Fidelity & Deposit Co. of Maryland v. Smitll 730
F.?A 1026, (5th Cir. 1984) at 1030-31.
67, On situations where the action prescribed is contractual see sections
B(2) and C(2)(aXiii), i$ra. (text at notes 83-85 and after note 106).
68. Note 60, snpra.
69, The reasons were those which we have already considered (text at notes
7 -Il, supra), viz (a) that article 2293 requires a quasi contractual be lawful, md
defendant's act had been unlawful" (b) tfrat art 2301 applies to a person who "receives"
what is not due, whereas defendant had taken the $10.000.
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Minyard. For "any remedy provided by an action dc in rern verso
would be identical in substance and relief to an action in tort."70 In
other words, the court took the opposite view to that put forward
above, though without referring to the countervailing arguments.Tl
The second case in point is Sheets v. Yatrnln Motors Corp.
U.5.A.72 Plaintiff devised a solution to a problem encountered by
defendant's tri-motorcycles. Defendant made use of plaintiffs idea and
plaintiff sqed. He framed his claim in unjustified eniichment because,
the court found, he had lost his remedt under the Louisiana Trade
Secrets Act_by- fqrli4s to make reasonabie efforts to maintain secrecy.
The court had doubts about the existence of any enrichment, b;t
concluded that the claim must fail in any case bn the ground of
subsidiary. The court said, following Awtii v. North Ameri\an Forest
Products Inc.,73 that a court applying Louisiana law could not resort to
eguit-y even though the remedy at law was barred by prescription. But
whether or not this broad proposition is accepted, the co-urt's more
pafticular reasoning was persuasive. It was concerned that to apply
what it called the quantum meruit docrineT4 would contravene the more
particularised requirements of the Trade Secrets Act. In other words
the barring-gr-mp remedy under the Act could be seen as intended to put
an end to all claims arising out of the alleged use of trade secrets.

other cases ostensibly decided on the issue of subsidiarity seem
on examination to be referable to other grounds. rn Flowers v. u.s.
fideli.ty.& Guarantee co.75 (insofar as it is relevant here) plaintiff had
been injured in an accident caused by a person insured by defendant.
The action in toft being barred, plaintiff 6ased his claim oir unjustified
enrichment. The court rejecGd the claim, not on the gr6und of
subsidiarity, but because defendant's enrichment was justifred by the
rule of presqllgon, "which an imperative rule of law permitting the
is
enrichment." The cou,rt's opinion ori this point is very bilef, and ihere
is no explanation of what the enrichment ias taken to be. If it was the
exemption from the need to pay damages, then it did indeed have its
cause or justification in the rule of prescription. And there would then
also be another ground for the failure of tie claim, viz. that there was

70.

The court further held that since t}re actio dc in rem verso fell under the

heading of quasi contract it would like the claim under art. 2301, also be excluded by art.
2293, since the act was not lawful.

71. The court cited in support of its conclusion Nicholas r.6394L, but this
propounds the opposite view.
72.
73.
74.

Note 54, snpra.

Note 53, sr,pra.
C/. Nicholas II.56-62; Burke, euantum Meruit in Louisiana,S0

L.R. 631 (1976).

75.

367 So. 2d 107 (La. App. 4rh Cir. 1979).
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not the necessary connexion between this enrichment and plaintiffs
impoverishment, which was presumably the loss suffered as a result of
the accident.T6
In Slocumv. DaigriTT Slocum had sold land to C in ignorance
of a pipe-line servitude in favour of Humble Oil. C had begun building
on the land and had borrowed money for the pulpose from the
Louisiana Savings Association, but on being made aware of the
servitude he had been required to demolish what he had built. C had
thereupon brought an action against Slocum for compensation, and the
Savings Association had successfully intervened in the action to
recover the amount of its loan. Slocum now claimed from the
Association the return of this payment on the ground that the
carelessness of the Association's surveyor in not discovering the
pipeline disentitled the Association to claim. The court, in rejecting
Slocum's argument, held that it did not satisfy either the fourth or the
fifth of the prerequisites laid down in Minyard. It did not satisfy the
fourth prerequisite (absence ofcause) because, the court in effect said,
the justification of the payment to the Association was to be found in
the judgment of the court in the first action. This is obviously right.
But the court also held that plaintiff did not satisfy the frfth prerequisite
(absence of another remedy). He could have taken various steps to
counter the Association's intervention in the frst action or to appeal the
trial court's judgment. But this really does no more than restate the
decision on the fourth prerequisite. For the rules as to the time within
which procedural steps in an action must be taken or within which an
appeal must be lodge are intended to secure frnality forjudgments. The
remedies which he might have invoked were directed to preventing
plaintiffs impoverishment and defendant's enrichment, not to
correcting it once it had occurred.

Owl Construction Co. Inc. v. Ronald Adams Constructor
Inc.78 offers a further example. Defendant had caused plaintiff to pay
interest at an improper rate and to pay attorney fees not authorised by
the contract between them. Defendant argued that since plaintiff could

have pursued other legal avenues to prevent the money from being
collected, he was now debarred by the principle of subsidiarity from
claiming restitution. This argument in fact raises the question (though
this was not the court's approach)7e whether plaintiffs fault in

76. It seems likely that the eruichment
328 F. Supp. 119 (W.D.

77.
78.
79.

La.l97l)

in Brenham v. South Pacific

Co.,

presents a similar problem.

424 So.?t 1074 (La. App. 3d Cir. 1982).
642 F. Sup'p. 475 (8.D. La. 1986).
The case would have been better decided under articles 2301,2302of.the

Civil Code, as indeed the court itself says (and in that connexion adverts to the question
of fault).
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allowing the enrichment is an obstacle to recovery. This question,
which has in recent years been the subject of debate in France,80 cannot
be pursued here. The court, however, was content to dismiss
defendant's argument on this point by saying that it was sufficient that
plaintiff "presently has no other legal remedy to recover the sums
improperly paid." This proposition, which, on the view taken here, is
correct insofar as it implicitly rejects the approach adopted n Aetru Life
& Caswlry Co. v. Dotson,Sr is nevertheless too wide in that it makes
no allowance for an exceptional case such as slwets v.yamalw Motors
Corp. U.5.A.82
Our conclusion under this heading is therefore that, on grounds
both of gringjnlq an4 9f long-established-Louisiana jurisprudeice, the
test applicable should be based on what we have ciuedthe rationale
given-.by. the
fupreme Court in Minyard for the requirement of
subsidiarity. Thelest should be whethei the granting of ttre actio de in
rem verso would defeat the purpose of the rule -of prescription in
question. rn the case of the ordinary action in tort the answer to this
question should be No, but in special circumstances, such as those in
Sheets v. Yamaha Motors Corp. U.S.A.,83 the answer may be
different.

B. Enrichment through the act of the person
impoverished or through a trafsaction between the person
impoverished and the person enriched.
The act in question will usually be the making of a contract
!9tyee.n the person impoverished (plaintiffl and the pErson enriched

.

(defendant).

1. A contractual action k anilable. Here there will
be no action for unjustified enrichment, but this is because the
enrichment has its cause or justification in the contract. (The
contractual action will in any case usually be the more favorable.)
2.

An action was available, but is rww prescribed.
This will obviously be a rare case, since the period of pres'cription for
an ordinary contractual action is the same as for the actio de in rem
verso and il *y event, if the enrichment was conferred in pursuance of
a contract between plaintiff and defendant, there wiil 5e, as in the
preceding paragraph, justification or cause. But the question did arise
80.
.See Bouet, Enrbhissenent
1370-1381, at 190-213.
81.
Note 60, srgra.
82. Note 54, supra.
83.
Note 54, snpra.

sorns cause,
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as one of the issues before the court in Austin v. North American
Forest Products.s4 Plaintiff had bought defective goods from X, who
had bought them from defendant manufacturer. Plaintiffs main
proceedings were againstX, but he wished in the alternative to claim
against the manufacturer. The redhibitory action was, however,
prescribed, and plaintiff therefore had recourse to the actio de in rem
verso. This claim was rejected on glounds of subsidiarity. It is not at
all clear, however, that ttre actio dc in rem verso could ever be available
in such a case. To go no further, the report does not reveal what X's
enrichment was claimed to be. It must presumably have been ttre profit
he made from supplying the goods. But this had its cause or
justification in the contract between defendant andX. If, however, one
assumes that the actio de in remverso could lie in such circumstances,
the decision on subsidiarity seems to be right. The actio de in rem
verso would inevitably turn on the same question as the redhibitory
action, viz. the defectiveness of the goods, since only this could
provide the necessary connection between enrichment and
impoverishment. The extension of the redhibitory action to a thirdparty manufacturer is an exceptional inroad on the principle of privity in
favour of a potentially very large number of claimants. It can be said
therefore that greatly to lengthen the period of the manufacturels
liability by allowing the actio de in rem verso would defeat ttre purpose
of the rule of prescription.

3.

A contractual action is not available becawe a
rule of law declares the agreement betweenplaintiff and defendant rnt
to be a contract or to be unenforceable. The contract may be void or
unenforceable either wholly or to the extent of the enrichment in
question. For example, an agent exceeds his authority and thereby
confers a benefit on the principal; or a builder performs work for a
municipality in execution of an agreement which was made in good
faith but which was void for noncompliance with certain requirements
imposed by statute on contracts with public authorities. The conractual
action for the agreed remuneration being excluded by statute, there
could certainly be said to be no other remedy. Indeed here there never
was a remedy, whereas in the case in (2), above, there had at one time
been a remedy. But once again the appropriate question is whether the
rule as to the unauthorised acts of an agent or the rule on public
contracts was intended to permit this enrichment; or, in other words,
whether the granting of the actio dc in rem verso would defeat the
purpose of that rule.
There are a number of cases under this heading. In Roberson
Advertising Service Inc. v. Winfteld Life Insarance Co.85 plaintiff, an

84.
85.

Note 54, srpra.
453 So. 2d 662 (La. App. 5rh Cir. 1984).
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agency., had exceeded its authority. rts actio de in rem
,q-y9nisils
verso agarnst
the principal was rejected. The aciio,said the court,

must be rejecpd when the relief sought would subvert
the purpose of a rule of law. The purlose of the rule

of

law on an agent's.quFgnty is to pro^tect tfre priniipat
from contracts which it does not wish or rieed and
which.-may harm it. If the courts allowed the action in
a
case like this, the principal could not be ptot"rt"d i-the acts of agents wen if he took affirm'atini *tion ,o
protect himself.

on the other hand, the decision iy Lites v. Bourgeors86 presents

difficulties. Plaintiff, an attorney, had acted ro. aer?ndant under a
fee agreementproviding ror ptaintiff 6;d;;IL .eturn
tor
lgltAggnt
ln
connexion with the interdiction of and succession to
lcr^rngdefendant's mother, quarter of what defendant i"."i""a
from her
_a
gstate. The courr held_the agreement to u" *Jnio.c"aur,
nJruur" of the
legal p-rohibition on deflin! in the succe.sion of afiv1ng-ferson,
but,
citin g M^tltv ar d, allowed- reiov"ty on u, rui- i; ;h";i;Ar[a
qoui,torri
Two_ooints, however, were passed over. The question
of
T:;1111.^8],
suosrfianty was not considered and there is therefore
no diicussion of
whether the allowing of the acrion *ouio a.r..i rir;;"iloG
of the rure

igilltt dealing in the succession of a iivrng person. And the measure
or recovery was not that of enrichment limitei by impoverist*ent,
bot
that of "reasonable reward..". Bg$ qgints arise"also-in
u iong line of
public contract cases,.in which plainhff rras perro.mea
u .ont u"t made
with. a public authority, but vbid foinoncompliance
with statutory
requirements relating to advertisement, competitivi
uiaamg,,rc.
The line of authglity begins with two supreme court
cases
decided before Minyarf,.88 rn Bixwert v. Departnilnt
oj irgt *oy,ts
in

the cgurt, accepting the distinction

ryhigh
,lylg
irytf

and applyin'g
-codel an-unjust
1965 of the civii
held tirat,

a"t*oi rr*li ironibita and

;"ri"h;;;t iil.o|;;;JJ on article
rin"i tr,r puniii frua *La in good

faith, the failure to.com.ply yirh. ,hr statutes was only
a malum
prohibitwn and therefore tdaiplaintiff was entitled
to recover the actual
cost to hjm of his performance of the contract,
witfrouiany
for overheads or ior profit. rrris aeciiion;";Hll;ilt ullo*un..
on similar
facts in Srnithv.Towi of Vinton2o

86.
87.
88.
89.
90.

517 So. Zd 107 (La. App. 3d Cir. 1987).
Note ?4, srpra.
See Nicholas tr.59-60.

203 1a,.760, 14 So.

u

216l.a.9,43 So.2d tS

627 (1943).

(1949).
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The Supreme Court returned to the matter in the light of
Minyard inColeman v. Boissier Ciry.9t The court, observing that no
actual fraud was involved and that the parties had acted in good faith,
held that

sinie the public body had received the actual value of
the materials or services furnished by the supplier in
reliance on the contract, fairness required that the latter
be returned the actual cost of such materid and liabor so
furnished; for the public body should not be allowed to
deny any paymen- at all to him because of the invalid
contract, yet obtain the value of the materials or services
obtained from him because of it.
Since the value to the public body of the materials and services was no
doubt less than the cost of them to the supplier, the measure of
recovery was in substance defendant's enrichment limited by plaintiffs
impoverishment.

The majority's answer to the question whether allowing this
measure of recovery would defeat the purpose of the relevant statutes
was presumably implicit in the distinction between nnlaprohibitaand

mnla in se. The purpose of the statutes, in the court's view, was
presumably to prevent comrption in the making of public contracts.
Where there was no bad faith and no actual comlption, this purpose
would be sufficiently achieved by denying to plaintiff any gain. On the
other hand, by implication, if the parties had been in bad faith, there
would have been no recovery. Summers J., however, in his dissenting
opinion, took a stricter view. The purpose of the statutes, he said, was
to prevent a public body from incurring any obligations without
complying with the specified requirements. The majority's view
conflicted with the requirement, laid down in Minyard and Edrrcnsnn
v. A-Second Mortgage Co.,9z that the granting of the action should not
be allowed to defeat the purpose of a rule of law directed to a matter at
issue.93

The Supreme Court followed its decision in this case in State of
Inuisiana through the Deparnnent of Highways v. City of Pinatille,ea
but, since both parties were public bodies, it is difficult not to agree
with the dissent of Dennis J., who doubted the merits of the claim and

91.

305 So. Zd U4 (1974); see also the discussion in Tate tr.900-01. (Iate,
J. wrote the majority opinion in the case).
92. Note 37, stprc.
93. French law is in accord with the maj,ority opinion: Nicholas L609'62O;
Tate tr.901.
94. 403 So.2d 49 (1981).
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observed that "both parties should be equally charged with knowledge
of the statutory requiremen6."95

C.

Enrichment through the act of a third party (T)
.thro_ugh a transaction Setween T and the person
enriched.

or

1.

Witho.ut plaintiffs consent and at plai,ntiffs
enriches
-defendant For example, r, having 6omb irito
posses-sion (innocently-9r
yrongfully) of plaintiffs oil, mikes a gift of
i1 1o {efendant, or sells it to him-for l^ess than its full valui, and
defendant consumes. it. Plaintiff may or may not have a remedy against
T, but an actio de in rem verso ajainst d'efendant will fail'beiause
defendant's enrichment is justified by the gift or the contract of sale.96
expense

T

2.

A tansaction benveen plaintiff andT enriches

defendant The transaction will usually bi the i"errormance of a
contract between-plailqiff qnd r. For example, in pursuance of a

contract with r, pl-ailtiff makes improvementito a buitding which
has on lease from defendant, or supplies materials with whicfi T makes
the improvements;
91, T pursuan-ce of a contract with T, plainti*
repairs a car which r believed to be his, but which in fact beiongs to
defendant.

r

defendantwhichoutifisrr:::;irr"":t:ir:#:i,X:y;rf

:#r#,!,

qucstion or entitles defendant, as againstT, to retain the enrtchrnent.
!'or elagple, the lea99 requrles T o improve the building or piovides
that defendant shall _toi !9 required to compensa6 r ^for any
improvements made. Plaintiff cannot bring the aitio dc in rem verso
(as he may wish to do if r is insolvent or his disappeared) because
the
contract between T and defendant provides a caus6 or justification for
the enrichment. The question of subsidiarity does not rrise.

under this heading there falls F.p.s. Inc. v. continental
contractors Inc.97 F.P.s., an insurance agency, had sold policies to
continental contractors. South central Brjil wfi not u panv, but was
tu\? polic.ies.to cover obligations owed to them by c6ntinental.
idg* tqnao
-c.r.r.
orrncurtres _ln getting payment of premiums from
continental, and one of the ciaims 5efor6 the court'was therefore bv

95. see also Marceaux v. Town of Lake Arthur, 392 so. zd 7g3 (but the
opinion is difficult to interpret because it proceeds by reference to paragraphs in
plaintiffs petition, which is not included in the report) and Hagberg v. John Bailey
Constructor, 435 So. 2d 580 (La.App.3d Cir. 19g3).
96. On gift as a justification or cause, see Nicholas I.633.
97. 537 So. 2d 831 (La. App.5th Cn. 1989).
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plaintiff against South Central tsell on the ground of unjust enrichment.
The court applied the five requirements in Minyard and held that if
South Central Bell was enriched, the enrichment had its cause in a
contract between them and Continental. Further, F.P.S. had another
remedy, against Continental.

b.

Tlrc contract betweenT and defendant
neither obliges T to confer tlv enrichment nor entitles defendant, as
against T, to retain it; or thcre is no contract at all between T ard
defendant For example, the lease does not require T to make
improvements and entitles him to compensation for any which he does
make; or T is the bona fide possessor of defendant's car (in the
example given above) and is in no contractual relationship with
defendant. There is in such cases no cause or justification for
defendant's enrichment, and the question can only be one of
subsidiarity. The answer to that question may depend on further
distinctions.

(1)

Plainffi lws an effective rernedy
against T (e.9., in the examples given above, plaintiff has a contractual
action for the making of the improvements Gr for the repair of the car;
and T is both solvent and present within the jurisdiction). Of course,
plaintiff will usually find the contractual remedy against T more
advantageous than Nr actio de in remverso against defendant, but does
plaintiff have the right of election? Here the answer must surely be
different from that given under heading A(2) and B(1), above.98 For
there can be no reason why defendant should be put to the trouble of
defending plaintiffs action when the primary source of plaintiffs claim
lies in the contract which he made with I.99 Here therefore the
subsidiarity principle should exclude the actio dc in remverso.rffi

A case under this heading is Abbeville Lumber Co. v.
Richard.r0| Ptaintiff supplied materials to X, who used them in

building on land which he held on lease from defendant. Plaintiff
claimed inter alia against defendant on the ground of unjustified
enrichment. The court rejected this claim because plaintiff had a

remedy against X.ro2

98.
99.

Text at notes 57-63 and 83-84, snpra.
See firther, TateI[462-&; Nicholas I.638.
100. This can be seen as an application of the proposition rn Minyard thx
subsidiarity is simply an asp€ct of the principle that the action must not be dlowed to
defeat the purpose of a rule of law directed to the matter at issue; see Nicholas I.638.
101. 350 So. 2d 1293 (Ia. App. 1977).
102. The facs are not clear on ttris point. Plaintiff had succeeded against X
below and X had not appealed. The court also held thar tlre defendant's enrichment had ia
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Another case in point is V & S Planting Co. v. Red River
Waterway Commission.r03 Plaintiff was a sub-lessee of land

belonging to defendant from which he had been lawfully evicted by
defendant. He brought an actio de in rem verso on the-ground that
defendant had been enriched by plaintiffs improvementbf the land
before he was evicted. The remedy was denied because plaintiff had an
action against his sub-lessor on the warranty of peaceful possession.

(2) Plaintiff lns a remedy againstT,
it is inffective because of T's insolvency or disappeaianie. Herc
the argument should go the other way. Defendant has been
unjustifiably enriched at plaintiffs expense, there is no other way of
correcting the imbalance, and to allow the remedy will not defeat the
purpose of any rule of law directed to the matter at issue.l& French
law is clear in this sense,105 and there is a Louisiana decision to the
b,ut

sams sffecl106

(3)

Plaintiff has a remedy againstT,
but it is ineffective because prescribed. Here-the criterion t6 be applied
will be the same as under headings A(3) and B(z1,tot viz. whether the
granting of the actio de in rem verso would defeat the purpose of the
rule of prescription. There seems to be only one case diieciy in point.
I-n
lcrye Refrigeration of Baton Rouge Inc. v. Caljoan Inc.,r08 plaintiff
ht4, in consequence of an erroneous assessment, paid property tiu(
which was in fact due from defendant. By the time ptantiri belame
aware of the error, its remedy against the taxin! authority was
pre^scribed. It therefore resorted to the actio de in rim verso against
defendant. The court held that the principle of subsidiarity was no
obstacle to the claim. In so doing, it dia not, however, ipply the
criterion set out above, but simply-said that the issue was '-'ih-ether
these plaintiffs had an available iemedy at law against these particular
defendants." The natural meaning of this is tliat the existence of a
remedy against a third party could never be an obstacle to the actio de in
justification in the lease, but since

it appears that X was under no obligation under the
terms of the lease to underrake any building, this conclusion is difficult to justify.
103. 472 So.2d 331 (1985).

104. on the objection that plaintiff

should not be allowed to become in a
of ?, see Nicholas I.640.
105. Nicholas I.634.
106. Carter v. Flanagan, 455 So. 2d 6g9 (La. App. 2d Cir. 1984). The
decision went the other way in Equilease Corp. Inc. v. Smith International (note 33,
supra) on a number of grounds, including a consideration of the plaintiffs fault (as o
s€nse a preferred creditor

which see text at notes 79-8O, supra).
107. See text at nores 62-83 and 83-85, supra.
108. 346 So. 2tt.743 (La. App. lst Cir. t9Z?).
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if the remedy against the third party were not
prescribed and the third party were solvent. The court in V & S
Planting Co. v. Red River Waterway Convnission,l0g went out of its
way to say that, though it agreed with the actual decision in the Acme
case, it dissented from the test laid down there, unless it bore some
meaning other than the natural one. It is probably best to accept the
decision in Acme, but to treat the reason given as unintentionally too
sweeping.llo
rem verso, even

109. Note 103, supra.

The poht was not of course directly at issue in the

I10. This derives support from the fact that the court that decided Acme tlw
on the same day decided Aettu life & Casualty Co. v. Dotson (note 60 and text at note
68, supra), in which it did apply the criterion of whether the granting of the remedy would
defeat the purpose of the rule of prescription (though we have suggested above that it
should have arrived at the opposite conclusion). The decision ln Aetru can be reconciled
with the test applied fur Acmc only if it is assumed that a prescribed action is nevertheless
"available"; c/. note 55, supra,

